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Meet the ESG Team

Joe, Senior Director of Finance & Accounting, 
stepped down after 2 years as the ESG Committee 
head and enjoyed his new supporting role. He 
continues to be inspired by the work the company 
is doing with Food Lifeline and has loved all the 
events they’ve hosted over the years.

Joe Martin

Amy, Director of Marketing Operations, started 
with nutpods in late 2017 and began leading 
the ESG team in 2022. Her favorite ESG initiative 
for 2022 was supporting World Central Kitchen, 
seeing that nutpods could support communities 
in need. She hopes to help drive further 
philanthropic efforts in 2023.

Amy Ferree 

Sarah joined nutpods in February of 2022 as a 
Logistics Coordinator, supporting the supply 
chain team in shipping our products to retail 
stores nationwide. Her favorite ESG initiative was 
volunteering for local nonprofit Food Lifeline, in 
which she helped repack food to be distributed 
to community members in need. She also enjoyed 
working on Project Gigaton for Walmart and learning 
about the ways in which environmental output can 
be measured from a supply chain perspective.

Sarah Enterline 

Stephen, Senior Director of Research & Development, 
joined nutpods at the start of 2019. He works to make 
new products taste great and existing products taste 
even better, all while maintaining the strict standards 
and certifications that our consumers expect. Joining 
the ESG in 2022, after volunteering at a couple of 
company-sponsored Food Lifeline events, he finds the 
dedication toward ESG initiatives valuable in not only 
making the company a great place to work but also 
doing great things in the community around us. 
“I love telling others that kindness is one of our 
cultural values!”

Stephen Green

Michele joined the ESG committee in 2021 in 
addition to her role as Director of Marketing at 
nutpods. While her day job focuses on planning 
shopper marketing programs at the company’s 
top retail accounts, she enjoys helping plan 
ESG initiatives that give back to the team and 
community.  As a founding team member, she’s 
honored that nutpods now has the resources 
to meaningfully contribute the company’s time, 
product, and funds.

Michele Silbey
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2022: A Time to Come Together
For many around the world, 2022 was a year for recreating routines and introducing 
a new balance of work, life, and play. As we try to set the pandemic behind us there 
is no doubt that the workplace routine has shifted from what we once knew. nutpods 
has embraced a hybrid workplace, allowing a flexible culture for team members.

We continued to follow our FIVE company pillars as areas of priority and focus for 
our company: Quality, Team, Customers, Community and Environment. When it comes 
to giving back, we give back in a three-fold way: Our TIME with paid volunteer 
time, our PRODUCTS with donations to our nation’s food banks and FUNDS with not 
only corporate philanthropy but also an employee match program that triples a 
employee’s donation.

Supporting Food Lifeline in the fight against hunger still stands as a goal for the 
ESG committee and for nutpods as a company. The committee participated in Food 
Lifeline’s biggest fundraiser, Savor, as well as participating in in-person food sorting 
events at “The Food Bank for Food Banks.”

In 2022, nutpods charitable contributions totaled $258,736, a 26% increase over the 
previous year. The ESG team wanted nutpods to give back in the way we know 
best: connect to food. Our contributions also stretched beyond the US border with a 
donation to World Central Kitchen. WCK provides fresh meals in response to global 
crises. In addition, the employee matching program increased from 1-1 matching to 
2-1 matching, allowing total contributions to stretch further than previous years. 

While many brands continued to face global logistic challenges and the cost of rising 
inflation, nutpods was able align with our company values and remain agile. The ESG 
team is thankful for the opportunity to give back to the community and continually 
find ways to support the nutpods team. 
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In March 2022, the nutpods ESG Committee attended Food Lifeline’s annual Savor event 
for the first time, which is the organization’s biggest fundraiser. While there, several 
employees made donations by way of the silent auction, and nutpods announced a 
$25,000 company donation. The food was fantastic and we plan to go back in 2023!
 
In November, we made it back into the Food Lifeline warehouse to do some more food 
sorting, and we also laid down plans to have quarterly volunteering events going 
forward. Sometimes it’s fruits and veggies, sometimes, cereal; in November it was lentils. 
Our group sorted and bagged over 600lbs of dried lentils, subsequently helping prepare 
smaller quantities of overstock foods for in-need families of the community. What will 
it be next time? Who knows – you’ll have to join us to find out! It’s sure to be a fulfilling 
experience, as always. We are so proud to assist in Food Lifeline’s mission through 
donations and in-person volunteer events such as this one!

nutpods + Food Lifeline in 2022
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2022 Charitable Contributions 
  Total - $258,736
Food Lifeline - $28,800 • World Central Kitchen - $15,000 • Biobus.org - $1,000
Costco Scholarship Fund - $4500 • Whole Planet Foundation - $2,088
Employee-chosen charities - $2,025 • Total cash donations: $53,413
Total Product Donations: $205,000
 
EMPLOYEE-CHOSEN CHARITIES INCLUDE:

Seattle MESA • Washington Trails Association • Faith’s Lodge • KEXP-FM Radio 
Everytown for Gun Safety • Row for the Cure • Swim Across America
UNHCR – UN Refugee Agency • Skyline High School Boosters • Opstad Elementary
Nationwide Children’s Hospital • Homeless Garden Project • Medan Initiative 
Woodland Park Zoo • Seattle Children’s Hospital • PeaceTrees Vietnam
Ninos Con Valor • Chaos Elite Booster Club (cheerleading)
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Supporting World Central Kitchen
When the full-scale Russian invasion of Ukraine began in February, like many, nutpods 
wanted to help. Staying true to who we are we partnered with The World Central Kitchen  
(https://wck.org) through a donation of $15,000.

Founded in 2010 by Chef José Andrés, World Central Kitchen (WCK) is a nonprofit 
organization that is first to the frontlines providing fresh meals in response to crises, 
while working to build resilient food systems with locally led solutions.

Around the world when disaster strikes, WCK’s Relief Team mobilizes with the urgency of 
now to start cooking and serving meals to people in need. By partnering with organizations 
on the ground and activating a network of local restaurants, food trucks, or emergency 
kitchens, WCK serves comforting meals to survivors of disasters quickly and effectively. 
To support regional economies, WCK prioritizes purchasing local ingredients to cook 
with or distribute directly to families in need.

Rather than sending in raw materials, The World Central Kitchen makes the food the way 
the local people like to eat it. Food relief is not just a meal that keeps hunger away; it’s a 
plate of hope. It tells you in your darkest hour that someone, somewhere, cares about you.
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Walmart Gigaton
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Walmart is committed to engaging suppliers in climate action, along with NGOs 
and other stakeholders. Through Project Gigaton, Walmart aims to avoid one billion 
metric tons (a gigaton) of greenhouse gases from the global value chain by 2030. 

To support this effort, in 2022 we completed to the following goals:

                    1. GOAL: We will be fully transitioned to Plant-Pack packaging by the end of 2022, 
         which uses at least 90% bio-based materials based on a mass-balance system. 
         RESULT: complete!

                    2. GOAL: We will source 100% of our paper products from FSC, SFI, or PEFC certified 
                    sources by 2022. 
         RESULT: We sourced 825 metric tons of FSC certified pulp & paper. 

                    3. GOAL: We will have 8% recycled content in our products by 2022. This is primarily 
                    from our mastercases, 71% of which are currently made from recycled materials. 
                    RESULT: We sourced 321 metric tons of post consumer recycled material for tree 
         fiber based products.

As a team we will always be looking for more ways to reduce our impact on the 
environment and we’ll continue to improve upon the above goals this year and 
in the future.



2022 has been a milestone year as nutpods has achieved glyphosate residue free certification 
through The Detox Project on our products. Glyphosate, the active ingredient in Roundup, 
is a broad-spectrum herbicide used to kill weeds and grasses that compete with crops. 
Glyphosate is absorbed through the leaves and then travels cell to cell, infecting the entire 
plant, preventing growth. By volume, it is the most widely used herbicide.

It is considered a potential carcinogen by the WHO but has been approved by the EPA since 
1974. Research has shown that glyphosate can remain in the soil for up to 6 months and its use 
may directly affect fish and wildlife by causing similar cellular damage or 
by unintentionally killing their plant-based food sources.

nutpods worked with The Detox Project to certify our products as glyphosate residue free. This 
is no small feat as the residues from glyphosate-based pesticide application can be carried 
by the wind to nearby farms that did not intend to use glyphosate on their crops. The Detox 
Project was established in 2015, to provide certification for food and supplements that do 
not contain glyphosate. To achieve certification, products must have no glyphosate residues, 
down to government-recognized limits of detection (LODs) (0.01 ppm). The certification 
requires on-going testing for each certified product and test-based annual recertification. 

The Detox Project: 
Glyphosate Residue Free
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Culture is hard to build over Zoom...

In April, the nutpods team travelled to Lake Chelan, WA for a weekend of team 
bonding. We participated in various group activities, such as hiking and golfing, 
alongside our loved ones who joined in for the trip. The weekend concluded with 
dinner at the beautiful Siren Song Winery. It was such a treat to all connect 
in-person once again!

Lake Chelan
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Topgolf
nutpods team members gathered at Topgolf in September for our all-company meeting. 
In addition to discussing company wins and plans for 2023, we each got to take part in 
a high-tech game of golf! The event provided a fun and unique bonding experience for 
team members (of all golfing skill levels) to enjoy. 
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Holiday Party
We closed out the year with a holiday party at Ascend Prime Steak and Sushi in 
Bellevue, WA. It was a fantastic event for the entire team to connect and celebrate 
the holiday season together (in formal attire!). We reflected on a great past year 
and enjoyed a delicious meal surrounded by coworkers and loved ones.
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While 2022 brought much uncertainty that affected our business…moving back to a hybrid schedule 
at the office, rising costs on almost all points of our supply chain, and a tumultuous macro economy 
brought on by the Russian Invasion of Ukraine, we felt fortunate to be able to hold onto to our 
company pillars and our cultural values. I also believe that most organizations are tested on what 
their true values are when it becomes hard and inconvenient to follow your stated values.  Our Supply 
Chain team worked tirelessly to produce our products with the nutpods quality our customers and 
our third-party certification partners have come to expect from us.  We didn’t work to cheapen 
the quality of our products when our input costs rose.  We have continued to support and invest in 
our team members who are at the heart of our brand.  And, we not only maintained, but grew our 
commitments to give back to our communities and deliver on the sustainable initiatives we 
committed to, to protect our environment and our one planet.  
 
We know from the past few years, when our worlds turn uncertain, our 
customers take small comfort in small things like a reassuring cup of coffee 
while holding our family and friends close. Thank you for allowing us to 
be a part of your morning, day and evening.  It  is a privilege we don’t 
take for granted.  
 
We wish you all more Happy Sipping for 2023,
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